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W

HEN RANDOMIZED

clinical trials (RCTs)
identify larger than
expected treatment
effects, investigators may conclude,
before completing the trial as
planned, that one treatment is superior to the other. Such trials often
receive considerable attention. For
example, consider the impact on current practice of published RCTs that
were stopped early documenting the
effect of ␤-blockers in patients underSee also p 2228 and Patient Page.

Context Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) that stop earlier than planned because of apparent benefit often receive great attention and affect clinical practice. Their prevalence,
the magnitude and plausibility of their treatment effects, and the extent to which they
report information about how investigators decided to stop early are, however, unknown.
Objective To evaluate the epidemiology and reporting quality of RCTs involving interventions stopped early for benefit.
Data Sources Systematic review up to November 2004 of MEDLINE, EMBASE, Current Contents, and full-text journal content databases to identify RCTs stopped early
for benefit.
Study Selection Randomized clinical trials of any intervention reported as having
stopped early because of results favoring the intervention. There were no exclusion
criteria.
Data Extraction Twelve reviewers working independently and in duplicate abstracted data on content area and type of intervention tested, reporting of funding,
type of end point driving study termination, treatment effect, length of follow-up, estimated sample size and total sample studied, role of a data and safety monitoring
board in stopping the study, number of interim analyses planned and conducted, and
existence and type of monitoring methods, statistical boundaries, and adjustment procedures for interim analyses and early stopping.
Data Synthesis Of 143 RCTs stopped early for benefit, the majority (92) were published in 5 high-impact medical journals. Typically, these were industry-funded drug trials
in cardiology, cancer, and human immunodeficiency virus/AIDS. The proportion of all
RCTs published in high-impact journals that were stopped early for benefit increased
from 0.5% in 1990-1994 to 1.2% in 2000-2004 (P⬍.001 for trend). On average, RCTs
recruited 63% (SD, 25%) of the planned sample and stopped after a median of 13 (interquartile range [IQR], 3-25) months of follow-up, 1 interim analysis, and when a median
of 66 (IQR, 23-195) patients had experienced the end point driving study termination
(event). The median risk ratio among truncated RCTs was 0.53 (IQR, 0.28-0.66). One
hundred thirty-five (94%) of the 143 RCTs did not report at least 1 of the following: the
planned sample size (n=28), the interim analysis after which the trial was stopped (n=45),
whether a stopping rule informed the decision (n=48), or an adjusted analysis accounting for interim monitoring and truncation (n=129). Trials with fewer events yielded greater
treatment effects (odds ratio, 28; 95% confidence interval, 11-73).
Conclusions RCTs stopped early for benefit are becoming more common, often fail
to adequately report relevant information about the decision to stop early, and show
implausibly large treatment effects, particularly when the number of events is small. These
findings suggest clinicians should view the results of such trials with skepticism.
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going vascular surgery1 and of tight
control of glucose levels using insulin
in patients in the intensive care unit.2

Little is known, however, about the
prevalence of truncated trials in the
medical literature.
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Clinicians face challenges when interpreting the results of truncated RCTs.
Taking the point estimate of the treatment effect at face value will be misleading if the decision to stop the trial
resulted from catching the apparent
benefit of treatment at a “random high.”
When this occurs, data from future
trials will yield a more conservative estimate of treatment effect, the socalled regression to the truth effect.3
Thus, clinicians must attend not only
to the usual methodological safeguards against bias4 but also to characteristics that affect the decision to stop
a trial early. Such characteristics include the plausibility of the treatment
effect, the planned sample size, the
number of interim analyses after which
the investigators stopped the RCT, and
the statistical methods used to monitor the trial and to adjust estimates, P
values, and confidence intervals for interim analyses. While the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials
(CONSORT) statement recommends
reporting of sample size estimations, interim analyses, and stopping rules,5 little
is known about the extent to which investigators reporting the results of RCTs
stopped early for benefit adhere to these
recommendations.
While RCTs stopped early for reasons other than benefit might share
some characteristics with RCTs stopped
early for benefit, their implications are
very different. Trials stopped early because of harm or futility tend to result
in decreased use or prompt discontinuation of useless or potentially harmful
interventions. In contrast, trials stopped
early for benefit may result in the quick
identification, approval, and dissemination of promising new treatments. Because of these profound differences, we
focused our work on the epidemiology and reporting quality of RCTs involving interventions stopped early for
benefit.
METHODS
Eligibility Criteria

We included RCTs of any intervention reported as having stopped earlier than planned because of results in
2204

favor of the experimental intervention. There were no exclusion criteria.
Literature Search

An experienced reference librarian
(P.J.E.) and one of the investigators
(V.M.M.) developed sensitive search
strategies to identify RCTs stopped early
for benefit. First, we identified search
terms from the trials that our research
group knew were stopped early for benefit. Next, we created database-specific
strategies incorporating terms for randomized trials, for early termination (eg,
halted, closed, closure, terminated, stopped,
early, prematurely), and for procedures
associated with this decision (eg, data and
safety monitoring board [DSMB], interim
analysis, and stopping rules or boundaries and their specific names [eg,
O’Brien-Fleming]). In November 2004,
we searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, and
Current Contents from their inception.
Also, we searched databases that included
the full text of journals (OVID, ScienceDirect, Ingenta, and HighWire Press,
including articles in full text from
approximately 1700 journals since 1993),
and we searched the Web sites of selected
general medicine journals that offered
access to full text at that time (Lancet, New
England Journal of Medicine, JAMA, Annals
of Internal Medicine, and BMJ).
Study Selection

Two investigators (V.M.M. and C.H.E.)
working in duplicate scanned all abstracts and obtained the full-text reports of records that indicated or suggested that an RCT was stopped early
(ie, a review article on stopping rules,
a clinical review that discussed an RCT
stopped early for any reason, or the report of an RCT stopped early). After obtaining all reports of the candidate trials
(eg, reports of methods and baseline
characteristics, reports of preliminary
results, discussions of the stopping rules
and decisions), the same reviewers independently assessed eligibility from
full-text articles from the formal search,
from investigators’ recall, and from
searches of the full-text databases.
To estimate the denominator for calculating the prevalence of RCTs stopped
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early for benefit, we identified RCTs
published for each year from 1975 to
2004 by a search of MEDLINE using the
publication type randomized controlled trial (the National Library of
Medicine and the US Cochrane Center have collaborated to accurately index RCTs published from 1966 to 2002
in the MEDLINE database using this
term [available at http://www.cochrane
.us/central.htm]). Trials stopped early
for benefit yield positive and, typically, large treatment effects. Investigators faced with such results may surmise that the probability of publishing
their results in high-impact journals is
great. If this is so, then journals with
lower impact factors are likely at lower
risk of publishing such RCTs. In keeping with this hypothesis, we twice calculated the proportion of RCTs stopped
early for benefit, first using the
MEDLINE-indexed journals as the denominator, and then restricting the
sample to the 10 general medicine journals publishing RCTs and the 5 journals in cardiology and hematooncology (ie, the clinical fields most
commonly generating truncated RCTs)
with the highest impact factor.
Data Extraction

Forming review pairs, 12 reviewers
(N.K.J.A., K.E.A.B., C.H.E., M.B., E.D.,
D.M.B., H.C.B., H.J.S., M.O.M., D.J.C.,
A.S., and R.S.) trained in health research methodology conducted data extraction independently and in duplicate, using a standardized form and a
data collection manual. Reviewers collected information about the content
area and the type of interventions tested,
the type of end point driving study termination, the treatment effect, the length
of follow-up, sample size estimation and
total sample studied, the existence and
role of the DSMB in stopping the study,
the number of interim analyses planned
and conducted, and the existence and
type of monitoring methods, statistical
boundaries, and adjustment procedures for interim analyses and early stopping. We also noted the general methodological quality features of each trial
(eg, reporting of randomization and
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blinding) and the funding agents and
their role in the study. Finally, we noted
in which sections of the manuscript the
authors reported that they stopped the
study early for benefit.
We entered the data in an electronic
database such that duplicate entries existed for each study; when the 2 entries
did not match, 2 additional investigators also trained in health research methods (V.M.M., C.L.) reviewed all the reports of the included trials and together
adjudicated the entry.

Table 1. Characteristics of Randomized Clinical Trials (RCTs) Stopped Early for Benefit (N = 143)
No./Total (%)

Year of publication
1975-1979

0/620 (0)

1/12 653 (0.008)
10/21 807 (0.05)
19/38 712 (0.05)
41/52 060 (0.08)

1/1175 (0.1)
9/1938 (0.5)
15/3106 (0.5)
35/3594 (1.0)

2000-2004

71/58 537 (0.1)

47/3859 (1.2)

Area of study
Cardiology

36 (25)

Cancer (hematology-oncology)
HIV/AIDS
Critical care
Other areas

30 (21)
17 (12)
10 (7)
50 (35)

Type of comparisons
Active medication vs placebo

76 (53)

Active medication vs active medication
Nonpharmacological therapeutic interventions
(eg, invasive procedures, rehabilitation)
Drug vs nonpharmacological therapeutic intervention
Nontherapeutic interventions (eg, education)

31 (22)
23 (16)
12 (8)
1 (1)

Type of end point driving decision to stop trial
Dichotomous
Single
Composite
Continuous

95 (66)
32 (22)
16 (11)

Quality of reporting of safeguards against bias
Adequate randomization method

84 (59)

Adequate allocation concealment
Blinding
Participants

76 (53)
77 (54)

Clinicians
Data collectors
Data analysts
Judicial assessors of outcomes

61 (43)
39 (27)
7 (5)
58 (41)

Reported planned sample size

115 (80)

Sections reporting RCT stopped early
Title

2 (1)

Abstract
Introduction

95 (66)
25 (18)

Methods
Not statistical section
Statistical section
Results
First paragraph
Elsewhere in Results
Discussion

16 (11)
38 (27)
57 (40)
38 (27)
57 (40)

Funding
For-profit agency (eg, pharmaceutical industry)
Only source reported
Along with not-for-profit/government funding
Not-for-profit organization/government agency only
Not reported

RESULTS
Results of Literature Search

Our literature search generated 487 abstracts, from which we identified 90 eligible trials. From databases supplying
full-text publications we identified an
additional 42 trials (29 from New En-

1/6574 (0.01)

RCTs Stopped Early/
RCTs in Top-Impact
Journals

1980-1984
1985-1989
1990-1994
1995-1999

Data Analysis

The  statistic provided a measure of
interobserver agreement independent
of chance regarding RCT eligibility.6 We
used the 2 test for trend with 1 df to
evaluate whether there was a trend over
time in the proportion of published
RCTs stopped early. Using logistic regression, we estimated the extent of association between quality of reporting
of CONSORT-recommended items
(planned sample size, interim analysis, and stopping rules) as the dependent variable and year (in 5-year intervals) and journal of publication (5
medical journals with highest 2004 impact factor that publish RCTs vs others) as independent variables. Logistic
regression also provided methods for
estimating the extent of association between the total number of events (ie,
end points driving termination) in the
trial and the calculated effect size using several thresholds (both variables
dichotomized at their median values
and at the largest quartile for events and
for effect size). We expressed these associations using odds ratios (ORs) and
associated 95% confidence intervals
(CIs). Analyses were performed using
SAS version 11.0 (SAS Institute Inc,
Cary, NC); P⬍.05 was used to determine statistical significance.

RCTs Stopped Early/
RCTs Indexed in
MEDLINE

Characteristic

Report of competing interests
No report of competing interests

64 (45)
36 (56)
28 (44)
53 (37)
26 (18)
100 (70)

Reported employment with funding agency
Reported potential conflict other than employment
Reported no competing interests

24 (17)
16 (11)
3 (2)

Abbreviation: HIV, human immunodeficiency virus.
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gland Journal of Medicine, 8 from Lancet, 3 from JAMA, 1 from BMJ, and 1
from Annals of Internal Medicine); our
research group identified 13 additional RCTs for a total of 145 potentially eligible RCTs, of which 143
proved eligible on consensus review.
Chance-independent agreement about
eligibility between reviewers was ex-

cellent (=0.98). TABLE 1 describes the
characteristics of the 143 eligible RCTs
(an online list of published studies is
available at http://www.jama.com).
Epidemiology of RCTS
Stopped Early for Benefit

The relative prevalence of RCTs reporting having stopped early for benefit, cal-

Table 2. Stopping Characteristics of Randomized Clinical Trials Stopped Early for Benefit
(N = 143)
Characteristic
Type of stop
Stopped recruitment
Continued follow-up
Stopped follow-up
Stopped follow-up after completing recruitment
Could not be determined
Interim analyses: definition of interval
After enrolling a set number of participants
After a calendar period after date of trial start
After a set number of end points accrue
After a set follow-up (eg, patient-years of observation)
Ad hoc
Not reported
Monitoring methods/stopping boundaries
No method or ␣ spending function used*
Method specified
O’Brien-Fleming boundary
With Lan-DeMets ␣ spending function
Haybittle-Peto boundary
Pocock boundary
Triangular boundaries
Prespecified P value (␣ spending function not reported)
Other boundaries/␣ spending functions
Monitoring methods not specified
Role of monitoring method/stopping boundary in trial termination
Results exceeded stopping boundary
Unrelated to stopping boundary/no stopping boundaries or rules in place
Trial continued despite results exceeding stopping boundary
Unclear
Adjustments for early stop/interim analyses
None reported
Reported
On point estimate, confidence interval, and P value
On confidence interval or P value only
Adjusted estimates reported in abstract
Who made decision to stop
Executive committee
Following recommendation from data and safety monitoring board
Data and safety monitoring board
Not-for-profit sponsor
Not reported

No. (%)
104 (73)
51 (49)
53 (51)
30 (21)
9 (6)
51 (36)
32 (22)
6 (4)
8 (6)
6 (4)
40 (28)
28 (20)
38 (27)
15 (19)
16 (11)
10 (7)
3 (2)
15 (10)
13 (9)
20 (14)
90 (63)
46 (32)
3 (6)
7 (5)
129 (90)
14 (10)
5 (36)
9 (64)
11 (8)
109 (76)
77 (71)
8 (6)
2 (1)
24 (17)

*To ensure that multiple interim analyses will not inflate the type I error (ie, risk of concluding there is a difference when
there is not), the ␣ spending function preserves a study-wide ␣ level (often set at .05) by allocating varying ␣ levels to
conclude that a difference exists at each interim analysis. Typically, the earlier the analysis, the smaller the ␣ level (eg,
ⱕ.001 for the first analysis).
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culated using either RCTs published in
all MEDLINE-indexed journals or the
subset of RCTs published in highimpact journals as denominators, is increasing (Table 1) (P⬍.001 for linear
trend): 55 were published in New
England Journal of Medicine, 27 in Lancet, 6 in JAMA, 2 in Annals of Internal
Medicine, 2 in BMJ, and 51 in other
publications.
MostRCTsstoppedearlystudiedpharmacological interventions and were conducted in clinical areas rich in RCTs and
in which patients could derive relatively
rapid benefit from starting a new effective therapeutic intervention (eg, acute
coronary syndromes, lung cancer). In 32
RCTs, 15 of which were in cardiology, a
composite end point drove early termination. Trials had planned sample sizes
of up to 18 000 patients (median, 400; interquartilerange[IQR],148-1100).Aforprofit agency funded 64 of the 117 trials
with declaring a funding source.
Stopping Characteristics
of Trials Stopped Early for Benefit

TABLE 2 describes the stopping characteristics of these RCTs. In the 105
RCTs that reported a planned sample
size and prematurely stopped recruiting, investigators on average enrolled
63% (SD, 25%) of the target sample.
Trials were stopped after following up
patients for a median duration of 13
(IQR, 3-25) months. Trials with dichotomous end points as the events
driving termination were stopped after accruing a median of 66 (IQR, 23195) events.
Data and Safety Monitoring Board

Of the 143 RCTs, 99 (69%) reported
having a DSMB (or a person or group
assigned to that role) and 68 reported
its composition; of these, 2 included a
sponsor representative. Fourteen of
the 99 DSMBs were blinded to group
allocation when assessing interim
report data. Eighty-five reports (ie,
86% of those with a DSMB) indicated
that the DSMB recommended stopping the trial; in 1 trial, the DSMB
showed the interim data to the investigators without making a recommenda-
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tion; in another, the DSMB recommended trial continuation; in the
other 12, the DSMB action was not
specified.
Interim Analyses
and Stopping Rules

Of the 143 RCTs, 91 (64%) reported the
number of planned interim analyses. Of
these, 2 reported not planning any interim analyses (and both stopped after
1 interim analysis), 33 planned 1 interim analysis, 25 planned 2, and 31
planned more than 2 (up to 39). Of the
103 RCTs that reported the interim
analysis after which they stopped the
RCT, 55 stopped after the first analysis, 29 after the second, and 19 after 3
or more analyses (up to 25).
In approximately one third (48/
143) of RCTs stopped early for benefit, a statistical approach to monitoring the trial was either not used or not
specified in the report. Most RCTs
(n=109) were stopped by the trial’s executive committee (or the investigator
in that role); 90 were stopped after the
results exceeded a stopping boundary.
Only 8 RCTs reported all 4 key methodological elements: planned sample
size, the interim analysis after which the
RCT was stopped, the stopping rules
used to inform that decision, and adjusted estimates for interim analysis and
early stopping. Sixty-seven RCTs reported the first 3 elements. Compared
with other journals, the 5 medical journals with the highest impact factors were
more likely to publish RCTs reporting
these 3 features (49/91 vs 18/52; OR, 2.2;
95% CI, 1.1-4.5). After taking into account journal of publication, the proportion of truncated RCTs reporting
these 3 features has improved over time
(logistic regression for each 5-year period: OR, 1.5; 95% CI, 1.02-2.1; P=.04).
Treatment Effect

Among the 99 trials with dichotomous unfavorable end points, 67 reported summary effect estimates. Of
these, 41 reported a median risk ratio
(RR) of 0.56 (IQR, 0.35-0.67), 22 reported a median hazard ratio of 0.48
(IQR, 0.32-0.59), and 4 reported a me-

dian OR of 0.30 (IQR, 0.15-0.45). We
estimated RR for all RCTs with dichotomous outcomes reporting event rates
(n=126): the median RR was 0.53 (IQR,
0.28-0.66).
Trials that accrued fewer events (ie,
end points driving termination) estimated larger treatment effects; this finding is consistent at the median (66
events) and 75th percentile of events
(195 events) and at the median (RR,
0.53) and top quartile (RR, 0.28) of treatment effect (median events − median
effect: OR, 28; 95% CI, 11-73; median
events−top quartile effect: OR, 28; 95%
CI, 6-123; top quartile events−median
effect: OR, 26; 95% CI, 6-116). There
were no RCTs with more than 195
events in which the point estimate of the
RR was less than 0.50.
COMMENT
Findings

We found an increasing prevalence of
RCTs reported to have stopped early for
benefit, with clustering of publication in
the top general medical journals. Many
RCTs evaluated cardiovascular or cancer interventions and were funded by
for-profit agencies. These RCTs stopped
after recruiting approximately 64% of the
planned sample and after a median of 13
months of follow-up and 1 interim
analysis, documenting a median of 66
patients experiencing the end points
(events) driving termination and estimating a median RR of 0.53. We found
a strong and inverse association between the number of events and the estimated treatment effect.
We noted limited reporting of critical features specific to the decision to
stop the trial: only 67 (47%) of the 143
trials reported the planned sample size,
the interim analysis after which the decision was made to stop the RCT, and
the stopping rule used to inform this
decision; only 8 trials reported these 3
elements and in addition reported adjusted estimates for interim analysis and
early stopping. Reporting of these 3
characteristics was better in RCTs published in the top 5 medical journals;
nevertheless, half of these RCTs did not
report 1 or more of them.
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Limitations and Strengths

The sample of 143 RCTs stopped early
for benefit is the result of a systematic
search. Since RCTs stopped early are
not indexed accordingly and authors do
not systematically report early stopping in abstracts, searching MEDLINE
and similar databases will miss eligible RCTs. We therefore searched in
databases of full-text journals. Because we identified trials in these databases mostly by reporting of characteristics associated with stopping early,
we may have overestimated the quality of reporting of these characteristics in the included RCTs. Nonetheless, we found the quality of reporting
of 3 CONSORT-recommended characteristics (planned sample size, interim
analyses, and stopping rules) to be
lacking.
Strengths of our study include the
comprehensive and careful data collection, including independent judgment and abstraction of data at all stages
with adequate reliability; and the use
of targeted, relevant analyses.
Implications

Truncated RCTs reported as having
stopped early for benefit are becoming more prevalent. Investigators, patients and their advocates, institutional review boards, and funding
agencies may have different but convergent interests to stop a study as soon
as an important difference between experimental and control groups emerges.
Increased impact and publicity may motivate investigators, journals, and funding agencies. A commitment to
promptly offer participants in the less
favorable group the better treatment
choice may motivate investigators, patients and their advocates, and the
DSMB. The opportunity to save research dollars by truncating a trial may
motivate the funding agencies.
An increase in the prevalence of
RCTs with planned sample sizes and an
increase in the prevalence of RCTs
stopped early that report doing so may
also contribute to the increase in prevalence. Less likely, the increase is due to
poorly planned studies, inadequate
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comparators, or to the increasing availability of highly effective treatments.
As in 22% of the trials, use of a composite end point to monitor the trial
may lead to decisions to stop driven by
the least patient-important outcome
that makes up the composite end point
(eg, angina in a composite outcome of
death, myocardial infarction, and angina).7 Consequently, few events important to patients may accrue. Even
when investigators do not use composite end points, few events will accrue
in the end points not driving the decision to stop early for benefit. These end
points may include patient-important
beneficial events (eg, overall survival
rather than progression-free survival8) or adverse events. Lack of adequate safety data may in turn affect the
perceived and actual risk-benefit ratios (overestimating the benefit, underestimating the risk) of implementing the intervention in clinical practice.9
This underscores the difficult decision faced by trialists and members of
the DSMB who need to balance their
ethical obligation to those in the trial
(such as offering effective treatment to
patients in the placebo group as soon
as efficacy becomes evident) with their
obligation to future patients,10 who will
need precise and accurate data on patient-important outcomes to make treatment choices.11
Clinicians making inferences on the
basis of results in truncated trials face
important challenges. The larger-thanexpected treatment effect may in fact
be a chance finding (ie, may result from
analyzing the data at a “random high”).
Take, for example, the RCT evaluating the efficacy of bisoprolol in patients with a positive dobutamine echocardiography result and undergoing
elective vascular surgery.1 At the time
the trial was stopped, investigators had
enrolled 112 patients (the authors had
planned to recruit 266 patients, expecting an RR of 0.50), and the results had
exceeded the O’Brien-Fleming boundary for benefit. The RR for the primary
end point (cardiac death or nonfatal
myocardial infarction) was 0.09 (95%
CI, 0.02-0.37). This very large treat2208

ment effect is likely too good to be true.
It is inconsistent with the researchers’
expectations; with the magnitude of
effect (ie, RRs of 0.65 to 0.85) of
␤-blockers in tens of thousands of patients with acute myocardial infarction or chronic management of congestive heart failure; with results in dayto-day clinical practice 12 ; and with
results of other trials, including a recently conducted RCT in 496 patients
undergoing vascular surgery that
showed no significant effect of ␤-blockers on cardiac death or nonfatal myocardial infarction.13
Investigators have reported instances in which study results exceeded stopping boundaries, but because the results yielded implausibly
large treatment effects, the DSMB and
the investigator agreed to continue the
trial and ultimately found no significant benefit.14,15 Furthermore, statistical simulation studies have shown
that RCTs can overestimate the magnitude of the treatment effect depending on the timing (ie, the fraction of the
total planned sample size or expected
number of events) of the decision to
stop.10
Adjustment of the estimate and of the
precision of the estimate (or the P value)
based on the number of interim “looks”
at the data (using methods known as
␣ spending functions) can provide insight into the true treatment effects underlying trials that stop early. For example, an RCT of intensive insulin
therapy vs control in patients admitted to the intensive care unit found a
large treatment effect on the risk of dying in the intensive care unit (RR, 0.58;
95% CI, 0.38-0.78). After adjusting for
4 interim analyses using the LanDeMets ␣ spending function,16 the apparent effect decreased substantially,
and the upper confidence limit approached no difference (0.68; 95% CI,
0.45-0.98). The authors reported the
adjusted estimates.2
An RCT of prolonged vs brief thromboprophylaxis with warfarin after total
hip arthroplasty illustrates the potential impact of an adjusted analysis. The
study found a large treatment effect
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on thromboembolic complications
(1/184 vs 9/176; RR, 0.11; 95% CI, 0.010.83; P =.03) and stopped earlier than
planned following 1 interim analysis.17 Adjusting for this interim analysis and for stopping at one third of
the planned sample18 shows that the
apparent effect decreases (RR, 0.29),
the 95% CI is wider and consistent with
harm (0.04-2.3), and the P value is no
longer significant (P=.24). As with all
but 14 of the RCTs in our cohort, these
authors did not report adjusted
results.
The risk of overestimating treatment effects is not uniform across all
truncated RCTs. We found a very strong
association between number of events
and the magnitude of treatment effects—this association remained very
strong across a number of cutpoints for
calculation, up to almost 200 events.
These results suggest that the risk of
overestimating treatment effects decreases markedly when the number of
events is very large. The threshold above
which one can be confident that the results do not represent substantial overestimates of effect remains uncertain.
A number of observations suggest
that investigators, journal editors, and
clinical experts are not mindful of the
problematic inferences that may arise
from truncated RCTs. Top journals
continue to publish results of trials
stopped early but do not require
authors to note the early stopping in
the abstract and to report details that
would allow readers to carefully
evaluate the decision to stop early.
Professional organizations continue to
issue recommendations on the basis
of trials stopped early for benefit,
including those reporting very few
end points that seem most likely to
overestimate effects. Such recommendations include the use of perioperative ␤-blockers in patients undergoing
vascular surgery.19,20 Until investigators, editors, and guideline panels
become more cautious in their interpretation of trials stopped early, the
risk of prematurely translating unreliable study findings into clinical practice will continue.
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Conclusion

Randomized clinical trials stopped early
for benefit are becoming increasingly
common, particularly in top medical
journals. Adequate descriptions of the
methods used to inform the decision to
truncate the trial are often lacking.
Trials stopped early for benefit, particularly those with few events, often
report treatment effects that are larger
than typical of interventions that have
been definitively studied. These considerations suggest that clinicians
should view results of RCTs stopped
early for benefit with skepticism.
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